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The Dada Reader
2006

publisher description

Adam Pendleton: Pasts, Futures, and Aftermaths
2021-09-07

the sequel to pendleton s acclaimed black dada reader compiling an anti canon of radical experimentation and thought in 2011 artist adam pendleton born 1984
assembled black dada reader a compendium of texts documents and positions that elucidated a practice and ethos of black dada resembling a school course reader the
book was a spiral bound series of photocopies and collages originally intended only for personal reference and eventually distributed informally to friends and colleagues
the contents an unlikely mix of hugo ball w e b du bois adrian piper gertrude stein sun ra stokely carmichael gilles deleuze formed a kind of experimental canon realized
through what pendleton calls radical juxtaposition in 2017 koenig books published the reader in a hardcover edition with newly commissioned essays and additional
writings by the artist a decade later pendleton has composed another reader building upon the constellation of writers artists filmmakers philosophers and critics that
emerged in the first volume contributors include thomas hirschhorn ishmael houston jones lorraine o grady and joan retallack source texts by toni cade bambara gilles
deleuze julius eastman henri lefebvre clarice lispector achille mbembe charles mingus piet mondrian juliana spahr malcolm x and others

Adam Pendleton: Black Dada Reader
2019-02-13

the black dada reader is a collection of texts and documents that elucidates black dada a term the artist adam pendleton uses to define his artistic output the reader
brings a diverse range of cultural figures into a shared cultural space including hugo ball w e b du bois stokely carmichael and gertrude stein as well as artists from
different generations such as joan jonas and william pope l originally intended to be an in studio publication the reader has expanded to include essays on the concept of
black dada and its historical implications

Dada's Subject and Structure
2023-07-11

dada s subject and structure argues that dadaist praxis was far more theoretically incisive than previous scholarship has indicated the book combines theoretical
frameworks surrounding ideological subject formation with critical media and genre histories in order to more closely read dadaist techniques e g montage irony nonsense
etc across multiple works these readings reveal both dada s preternatural focus on the discursive aspects of subject formation linguistic sign literary manifesto
photographic image commodity form aesthetics which comprise the project s chapters and on dada s performative sabotage and subversion of them in addition to
highlighting commonalities between dadaist works artists and chapters previously imagined disparate the book shows how dada simultaneously prefigured structuralist
theories of subject formation and pre performed post structuralist critiques of those theories

Dada Magazines
2020-12-24
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dada magazines made dada what it was diverse non hierarchical transnational and defiant of the most fundamental artistic conventions this first volume entirely devoted
to dada periodicals retells the story of dada by demonstrating the centrality of these graphically inventive provocative periodicals dada new york dada dada jok and dozens
more that began crossing enemy lines during world war i the book includes magazines from well known dada cities like new york and paris as well as zagreb and
bucharest and reveals that dada continued to inspire art journals into the 1920s anchored in close material analysis within a historical and theoretical framework dada
magazines models a novel multifaceted methodology for assessing many kinds of periodicals the book traces how the dadaists marcel duchamp tristan tzara dragan aleksic
hannah höch and many others compiled printed distributed and exchanged these publications at the same time it recognizes the journals as active agents that engendered
the dada network and its thematic chronological structure captures the constant exchanges that took place in this network with in depth scrutiny of these magazines and
1970s dadazines inspired by them dada magazines is a vital source in the histories of art and design periodical studies and modernist studies

A Companion to Dada and Surrealism
2022-01-06

this excellent overview of new research on dada and surrealism blends expert synthesis of the latest scholarship with completely new research offering historical coverage
as well as in depth discussion of thematic areas ranging from criminality to gender this book provides an excellent overview of new research on dada and surrealism from
some of the finest established and up and coming scholars in the field offers historical coverage as well as in depth discussion of thematic areas ranging from criminality
to gender one of the first studies to produce global coverage of the two movements it also includes a section dealing with the critical and cultural aftermath of dada and
surrealism in the later twentieth century dada and surrealism are arguably the most popular areas of modern art both in the academic and public spheres

The Oxford Critical and Cultural History of Modernist Magazines
2009

a study of the role of little magazines and their contribution to the making of artistic modernism and the avant garde across europe this volume is a major scholarly
achievement of immense value to those interested in material culture of the 20th century

Curious Disciplines
2018-04-15

the transnational modernist mina loy 1882 1966 embodied the avant garde in many literary and artistic media this book positions her as a theorist of the avant garde and
of what it means to be an artist foregrounding loy s critical interrogation of futurist dadaist surrealist and degenerate artisthood and exploring her poetic legacies today
curious disciplines reveals loy s importance in an entirely novel way examining the primary texts produced by those movements themselves their manifestos magazines
pamphlets catalogues and speeches sarah hayden uses close readings of loy s poetry prose polemics and unpublished writings to trace her response to how these
movements wrote themselves collectively into being

1922
2015-03-09

1922 literature culture politics examines key aspects of culture and history in 1922 a year made famous by the publication of several modernist masterpieces such as t s
eliot s the waste land and james joyce s ulysses individual chapters written by leading scholars offer new contexts for the year s significant works of art philosophy politics
and literature 1922 also analyzes both the political and intellectual forces that shaped the cultural interactions of that privileged moment although this volume takes post
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wwi europe as its chief focus american artists and authors also receive thoughtful consideration in its multiplicity of views 1922 challenges misconceptions about the lost
generation of cultural pilgrims who flocked to paris and berlin in the 1920s thus stressing the wider influence of that momentous year

The Grove Encyclopedia of American Art
2011

arranged in alphabetical order these 5 volumes encompass the history of the cultural development of america with over 2300 entries

Common Sense
2011-09-02

common sense has always been a cornerstone of american politics in 1776 tom paine s vital pamphlet with that title sparked the american revolution and today common
sense the wisdom of ordinary people knowledge so self evident that it is beyond debate remains a powerful political ideal utilized alike by george w bush s aw shucks
articulations and barack obama s down to earth reasonableness but far from self evident is where our faith in common sense comes from and how its populist logic has
shaped modern democracy common sense a political history is the first book to explore this essential political phenomenon the story begins in the aftermath of england s
glorious revolution when common sense first became a political ideal worth struggling over sophia rosenfeld s accessible and insightful account then wends its way across
two continents and multiple centuries revealing the remarkable individuals who appropriated the old seemingly universal idea of common sense and the new strategic
uses they made of it paine may have boasted that common sense is always on the side of the people and opposed to the rule of kings but rosenfeld demonstrates that
common sense has been used to foster demagoguery and exclusivity as well as popular sovereignty she provides a new account of the transatlantic enlightenment and the
age of revolutions and offers a fresh reading on what the eighteenth century bequeathed to the political ferment of our own time far from commonsensical the history of
common sense turns out to be rife with paradox and surprise

Crisis
2022-09-05

notions of crisis have long charged the study of the european avant garde and modernism reflecting the often turbulent nature of their development throughout their
history the avant garde and modernists have both confronted and instigated crises be they economic or political aesthetic or philosophical collective or individual local or
global short or perennial the seventh volume in the series european avant garde and modernism studies addresses the myriad ways in which the avant garde and
modernism have responded and related to crisis from the late nineteenth to the twenty first century how have europe s avant garde and modernist movements given
aesthetic shape to their crisis laden trajectory given the many different watershed moments the avant garde and modernism have faced over the centuries what common
threads link the critical points of their development alternatively what kinds of crises have their experimental practices and critical modes yielded the volume assembles
case studies reflecting upon these questions and more from across all areas of avant garde and modernist activity including visual art literature music architecture
photography theatre performance curatorial practice fashion and design

Sound Writing
2022-04-21

considers the avant garde rethinking of poetic language in terms of physical speech production avant garde writers and artists of the twentieth century radically
reconceived poetic language appropriating scientific theories and techniques as they turned their attention to the physical process of spoken language this modernist
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sound writing focused on the bodily production of speech which it rendered in poetic legible graphic form modernist sound writing aims to capture the acoustic
phenomenon of vocal articulation by graphic means tobias wilke considers sound writing from its inception in nineteenth century disciplines like physiology and
experimental phonetics following its role in the aesthetic practices of the interwar avant garde and through to its reemergence in the postwar period these projects work
with the possibility of crossing over from the audible to the visible from speech to notation from body to trace employing various techniques and concepts this search for
new possibilities played a central role in the transformation of poetry into a site of radical linguistic experimentation considering the works of writers and artists including
raoul hausmann kurt schwitters viktor shklovsky hugo ball charles olson and marshall mcluhan wilke offers a fresh look at the history of the twentieth century avant garde

Scansion in Psychoanalysis and Art
2020-11-16

scansion in psychoanalysis and art examines a strain of artists spanning more than a century beginning at the dawn of photography and culminating in the discussion of
contemporary artists to illustrate various psychoanalytic concepts by examining artists working in a multitude of media drawing on the theories of sigmund freud who
applied psychoanalytic methods to art and literature to decipher the meaning and intention of the creator as well as jacques lacan s dissemination of scansion as a
powerful disruption of narrative the book explores examples of the long and rich relationship between psychoanalysis and the fine arts whilst guiding readers through the
different artists and their artforms from painting and music to poetry collage photography film performance art technology and body modification sinclair interrogates
scansion as a generative process often inherent of the act of creation itself this is an intriguing book for psychoanalysts psychologists and creative arts therapists who
wish to explore the generative potential of scansion and the relationship between psychoanalysis and the arts as well as for artists and art historians interested in a
psychoanalytic view of these processes

Gaming Utopia
2021-04-06

in gaming utopia ludic worlds in art design and media claudia costa pederson analyzes modernist avant garde and contemporary video games to challenge the idea that
gaming is an exclusively white heterosexual male corporatized leisure activity and reenvisions it as a catalyst for social change by looking at over fifty projects that
together span a century and the world pederson explores the capacity for sociopolitical commentary in virtual and digital realms and highlights contributions to the
history of gaming by women queer and transnational artists the result is a critical tool for understanding video games as imaginative forms of living that offer alternatives
to our current reality with an interdisciplinary approach gaming utopia emphasizes how game design creation and play can become political forms of social protest and
examines the ways that games as art open doors to a more just and peaceful world

Key Concepts in Modernist Literature
2008-11-24

introducing the dynamic study of a literary period stretching from 1900 to the second world war the book reflects the exciting mix of european avant garde writers of the
harlem renaissance and regional voices within britain three distinct sections explore the major concepts themes and issues that characterise the literature

100 Artists' Manifestos
2011-01-27

in this remarkable collection of 100 manifestos from the last 100 years alex danchev presents the cacophony of voices of such diverse movements as futurism dadaism
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surrealism feminism communism destructivism vorticism stridentism cannibalism and stuckism taking in along the way film architecture fashion and cookery artists
manifestos are nothing if not revolutionary they are outlandish outrageous and frequently offensive they combine wit wisdom and world shaking demands this collection
gathers together an international array of artists of every stripe including kandinsky mayakovsky rodchenko le corbusier picabia dalí oldenburg vertov baselitz kitaj
murakami gilbert and george together with their allies and collaborators such figures as marinetti apollinaire breton trotsky guy debord and rem koolhaas edited with an
introduction by alex danchev

After Thomas Kuhn: The Structure of Aesthetic Revolutions
2022-11-07

this book reflects the most recent research devoted to a systematized perspective and a critical re construction of previous theoretical attempts of explaining justifying
and continuing kuhn s ingenious hypothesis in arts hofstadter clignet and habermas revealed to be the most engaged scholars in solving this aesthetic puzzled problem in
this context the structural similarities between science and arts are attentively evaluated thus satisfying an older concern attributed to the historical kuhn kubler dispute
extensively commented along the pages of this book how can we track the matter of rationality and truth in art and aesthetics inspired by scientific perspectives are
artistic styles similar to scientific paradigms are we entitled to pursue paradigms and masterpieces as rational models in science respectively in arts on what possible
grounds can we borrow from science notions such as progress and predictability in the study of the evolution of art and its aesthetic backgrounds are the historical
dynamics of science and art affected by political factors in the same manner this book will be of interest to philosophers but also to historians of science and historians of
art alike in the reassessment it provides of recent debates on reshaping the art world using kuhn s paradigm shift

The Sound of Poetry / The Poetry of Sound
2009-10-15

sound one of the central elements of poetry finds itself all but ignored in the current discourse on lyric forms the essays collected here by marjorie perloff and craig
dworkinbreak that critical silence to readdress some of thefundamental connections between poetry and sound connections that go far beyond traditional metrical studies
ranging from medieval latin lyrics to a cyborg opera sixteenth century france to twentieth century brazil romantic ballads to the contemporary avant garde the
contributors to the sound of poetry the poetry of sound explore such subjects as the translatability of lyric sound the historical and cultural roles of rhyme the role of
sound repetition in novelistic prose theconnections between sound poetry and music between the visual and the auditory the role of the body in performance and the
impact of recording technologies on the lyric voice along the way the essaystake on the ensemble discords of maurice scève s délie ezra pound s use of chinese whispers
the alchemical theology of hugo ball s dada performances jean cocteau s modernist radiophonics and an intercultural account of the poetry reading as a kind of dubbing a
genuinely comparatist study the sound of poetry the poetry of sound is designed to challenge current preconceptions about what susan howe has called articulations of
sound forms in time as they have transformed the expanded poetic field of the twenty first century

Dada in the Collection of the Museum of Modern Art
2008

dada the collections of the museum of modern art is the first publication devoted exclusively to moma s unrivalled collection of dada works beginning with a core group
acquired on the occasion of the landmark fantastic art dada and surrealism exhibition of 1936 enriched in 1953 by a bequest selected by marcel duchamp and steadily
augmented over the years the museum s dada collection presents the movement in its full international and interdisciplinary scope during its defining years from 1916
through 1924 catalyzed by the major dada exhibition that appeared in paris washington d c and at the museum of modern art in 2005 6 the book benefits from the latest
scholarly thinking not only as found in the exhibition s catalogues but also in the critical responses to them as well as in an ambitious series of seminars organized around
the show featuring generously illustrated essays that focus on a selection of the museum s most important dada works this publication highlights works in many media
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including books journals assemblages collages drawings films paintings photographs photomontages prints readymades and reliefs it also includes a comprehensive
catalogue of the museum s dada holdings including those in the museum s archives and library edited by anne umland and adrian sudhalter members of the museum s
department of painting and sculpture this book inaugurates an ambitious new series of scholarly catalogues on the museum s collection

Nothing but the Clouds Unchanged
2014-11-25

much of how world war i is understood today is rooted in the artistic depictions of the brutal violence and considerable destruction that marked the conflict nothing but
the clouds unchanged examines how the physical and psychological devastation of the war altered the course of twentieth century artistic modernism following the lives
and works of fourteen artists before during and after the war this book demonstrates how the conflict and the resulting trauma actively shaped artistic production
featured artists include georges braque carlo carrà otto dix max ernst george grosz ernst ludwig kirchner oskar kokoschka käthe kollwitz fernand léger wyndham lewis
andré masson lászló moholy nagy paul nash and oskar schlemmer materials from the getty research institute s special collections including letters popular journals
posters sketches propaganda books and photographs situate the works of the artists within the historical context both personal and cultural in which they were created
the volume accompanies a related exhibition on view at the getty research institute gallery from november 25 2014 to april 19 2015

Jeff Noon's "Vurt"
2022-08-01

this book offers an examination of jeff noon s iconoclastic debut novel vurt 1993 in this first book length study of the novel which includes an extended interview with noon
wenaus considers how vurt complicates the process of literary canonization its constructivist relationship to genre its violent and oneiric setting of manchester its use of
the orphic myth as an archetype for the practice of literary collage and musical remix and how the structural paradoxes of chaos and fractal geometry inform the novel s
content form and theme finally wenaus makes the case for vurt s ongoing relevance in the 21st century an era increasingly characterized by neuro totalitarianism
psychopolitics and digital surveillance with vurt noon begins his project of rupturing feedback loops of control by breaking narrative habits and embracing the contingent
and unpredictable an inventive energetic and heartbreaking novel vurt is also an optimistic and heartfelt call for artists to actively create open futures

Degeneration and Revolution
2015-03-31

in degeneration and revolution robert heynen offers a reconceptualization of the impacts of ideas of degeneration in weimar germany 1914 33 in particular on the complex
and often contradictory political and cultural responses of the radical left

Body Sweats
2011-10-28

the first major collection of poetry written in english by the flabbergasting and flamboyant baroness elsa the first american dada as a neurasthenic kleptomaniac man
chasing proto punk poet and artist the baroness elsa von freytag loringhoven left in her wake a ripple that is becoming a rip one hundred years after she exploded onto the
new york art scene as an agent provocateur within new york s modernist revolution the first american dada not only dressed and behaved with purposeful outrageousness
but she set an example that went well beyond the eccentric divas of the twenty first century including her conceptual descendant lady gaga her delirious verse
flabbergasted new yorkers as much as her flamboyant persona as a poet she was profane and playfully obscene imagining a farting god and transforming her
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contemporary marcel duchamp into m ars my arse with its ragged edges and atonal rhythms her poetry echoes the noise of the metropolis itself her love poetry muses
graphically on ejaculation orgasm and oral sex when she tired of existing words she created new ones phalluspistol spinsterlollipop kissambushed the baroness s
rebellious highly sexed howls prefigured the beats her intensity and psychological complexity anticipates the poetic utterances of anne sexton and sylvia plath published
more than a century after her arrival in new york body sweats is the first major collection of elsa von freytag loringhoven s poems in english the baroness s biographer
irene gammel and coeditor suzanne zelazo have assembled 150 poems most of them never before published many of the poems are themselves art objects decorated in red
and green ink adorned with sketches and diagrams presented with the same visceral immediacy they had when they were composed

Acrobatic Modernism from the Avant-Garde to Prehistory
2020-02-27

this is a book about artistic modernism contending with the historical transfigurations of modernity as a conscientious engagement with modernity s restructuring of the
lifeworld the modernist avant garde raised the stakes of this engagement to programmatic explicitness but even beyond the vanguard the global phenomenon of jazz
combined somatic assault with sensory tutelage jazz like the new technologies of modernity re calibrated sensory ratios the criterion of the new as self making also
extended to names pseudonyms and heteronyms the protocols of modernism solicited a pragmatic arousal of bodily sensation as artistic resource validating an acrobatic
sensibility ranging from slapstick and laughter to the pathos of bereavement expressivity trumped representation the artwork was a diagram of perception not a mimetic
rendering for artists the historical pressures of altered perception provoked new models and ezra pound s slogan make it new became the generic rallying cry of
renovation the paradigmatic stance of the avant garde was established by futurism but the discovery of prehistoric art added another provocation to artists paleolithic
caves validated the spirit of all over composition unframed and dynamic geometric abstraction constructivism and purism and surrealism were all in quest of a new
mythology making it new yielded a new pathos in the sensation of radical discrepancy between futurist striving and remotest antiquity the paleolithic cave and the ussr
emitted comparable siren calls on behalf of the remote past and the desired future as such the present was suffused with the pathos of being neither but subject to both

Remaking the Readymade
2018-05-11

replication and originality are central concepts in the artistic oeuvres of marcel duchamp and man ray remaking the readymade reveals the underlying and previously
unexplored processes and rationales for the collaboration between duchamp man ray and arturo schwarz on the replication of readymades and objects the 1964 editioned
replicas of the readymades sent shock waves through the art world even though the replicas undermined ideas of authorship and problematized the notion of identity and
the artist they paradoxically shared in the aura of the originals becoming stand ins for the readymades scholar poet dealer arturo schwarz played a crucial role opening
the door to joint or alternate authorship an outstanding relationship between artist and dealer by unearthing previously unpublished correspondence and documentary
materials and combining this material with newly conducted exclusive interviews with key participants remaking the readymade details heretofore unrevealed aspects of
the technical processes involved in the re creation of iconic long lost dada objects launched on the heels of the centenary of duchamp s fountain this new analysis
intensifies and complicates our understanding of duchamp and man ray initial conceptions and raises questions about replication and authorship that will stimulate
significant debate about the legacy of the artists the continuing significance of their works and the meaning of terms such as creativity originality and value in the
formation of art

The Darkness of the Present
2012-11-19

the darkness of the present includes essays that collectively investigate the roles of anomaly and anachronism as they work to unsettle commonplace notions of the
contemporary in the field of poetics in the eleven essays of the darkness of the present poet and critic steve mccaffery argues that by approaching the past and the
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present as unified entities the contemporary is made historical at the same time as the historical is made contemporary mccaffery s writings work against the urge to
classify works by placing them in standard literary periods or disciplinary partitions instead mccaffery offers a variety of insights into unusual and ingenious affiliations
between poetic works that may have previously seemed distinctive he questions the usual associations of originality and precedence in the process he repositions many
texts within genealogies separate from the ones to which they are traditionally assigned the chapters in the darkness of the present might seem to present an eclectic
façade and can certainly be read independently they are linked however by a common preoccupation reflected in the title of the book the anomaly and the anachronism
and the way their empirical emergence works to unsettle a steady notion of the contemporary or new

Myself and My Aims
2021-03-10

kurt schwitters was a major protagonist in the histories of modern art and literature whose response to the contradictions of modern life rivals that of marcel duchamp in
its importance for artists working today his celebrated merz pictures collaged and assembled from the scrap materials of popular culture and the debris of the studio such
as newspaper clippings wood cardboard fabric and paint reflect a lifelong interest in collection fragmentation and abstraction techniques he also applied to language and
graphic design as the first anthology in english of the critical and theoretical writings of this influential artist myself and my aims makes the case for schwitters as one of
the most creative thinkers of his generation including material that has never before been published this volume presents the full range of his prolific writing on the art
and attitudes of his time joining existing translations of his children s stories poetry and fiction to give new readers unprecedented access to his literary imagination with
an accessible introduction by megan r luke and elegant english translations by timothy grundy this book will prove an exceptional resource for artists scholars and
enthusiasts of his art

Lipstick Traces
2014-10-09

a cult classic in a new edition this book is about a single serpentine fact late in 1976 a record called anarchy in the uk was issued in london and this event launched a
transformation of pop music all over the world the song distilled in crudely poetic form a critique of modern society once set out by a small group of paris intellectuals in
lipstick traces greil marcus s classic book on punk dadaism the situationists medieval heretics and the knights of the round table amongst others the greatest cultural
critic of our times unravels the secret history of the twentieth century

Poeticized Language
2010-11-01

contemporary french poetry is unique in that it places a great emphasis on language itself in this book jean jacques thomas and steven winspur focus on the linguistic
aspects of recent poems written in french from apollinaire and eluard to the oulipians from the spacialists to yves bonnefoy and andrée chedid from max jacob and saint
john perse to edouard glissant and denis roche this book analyzes the innovations crafted by more than fifty writers with its eleven chapters and extensive bibliography
this is the most comprehensive english language introduction to french poetry of the twentieth century

Meggs' History of Graphic Design
2016-04-14

the bestselling graphic design reference updated for the digital age meggs history of graphic design is the industry s unparalleled award winning reference with over 1
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400 high quality images throughout this visually stunning text guides you through a saga of artistic innovators breakthrough technologies and groundbreaking
developments that define the graphic design field the initial publication of this book was heralded as a publishing landmark and author philip b meggs is credited with
significantly shaping the academic field of graphic design meggs presents compelling comprehensive information enclosed in an exquisite visual format the text includes
classic topics such as the invention of writing and alphabets the origins of printing and typography and the advent of postmodern design this new sixth edition has also
been updated to provide the latest key developments in web multimedia and interactive design expanded coverage of design in asia and the middle east emerging design
trends and technologies timelines framed in a broader historical context to help you better understand the evolution of contemporary graphic design extensive ancillary
materials including an instructor s manual expanded image identification banks flashcards and quizzes you can t master a field without knowing the history meggs history
of graphic design presents an all inclusive visually spectacular arrangement of graphic design knowledge for students and professionals learn the milestones
developments and pioneers of the trade so that you can shape the future

Speaking Out of Turn
2021-08-24

speaking out of turn is the first monograph dedicated to the forty year oeuvre of feminist conceptual artist lorraine o grady examining o grady s use of language both
written and spoken stephanie sparling williams charts the artist s strategic use of direct address the dialectic posture her art takes in relationship to its viewers to trouble
the field of vision and claim a voice in the late 1970s through the 1990s when her voice was seen as out of turn in the art world speaking out of turn situates o grady s
significant contributions within the history of american conceptualism and performance art while also attending to the work s heightened visibility in the contemporary
moment revealing both the marginalization of o grady in the past and an urgent need to revisit her art in the present

My DaDa and Me
2021-01-05

my dada and me is a story that is narrated by a little girl named duchess she describes her daily routine and experiences with her father her father dada is a single parent
who is very proud of his daughter dada values the time that he spends with duchess as he cares for her and nurtures her each day this book gives the reader a perspective
of the relationship between a father and his daughter at a young age and how important it is for a little girl to view her father as her constancy

A History of Modernist Literature
2015-06-15

a history of modernist literature offers a critical overview of modernism in england between the late 1890s and the late 1930s focusing on the writers texts and
movements that were especially significant in the development of modernism during these years a stimulating and coherent account of literary modernism in england
which emphasizes the artistic achievements of particular figures and offers detailed readings of key works by the most significant modernist authors whose work
transformed early twentieth century english literary culture provides in depth discussion of intellectual debates the material conditions of literary production and
dissemination and the physical locations in which writers lived and worked the first large scale book to provide a systematic overview of modernism as it developed in
england from the late 1890s through to the late 1930s

Graphic Design Discourse
2018-03-20
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if the aim of graphic design is to communicate meaning clearly there s an irony that the field itself has struggled between two contradictory opposites rote design
resulting from a rigorous fixed set of rules and eccentric design that expresses the hand of the artist but fails to communicate with its audience but what if designers
focused on process and critical analysis over visual outcome through a carefully selected collection of more than seventy five seminal texts spanning centuries and
bridging the disciplines of art architecture design history philosophy and cultural theory graphic design discourse evolving theories ideologies and processes of visual
communication establishes a new paradigm for graphic design methodologies for the twenty first century this illuminating anthology is essential reading for practicing
designers educators and students trying to understand how to design in a singular expressive way without forgoing clear and concise visual communication

Transatlantic Aliens
2016-11-27

a cogent and innovative account of the politics of literary and artistic modernism in the early years of the cold war an exceptional book transatlantica in transatlantic
aliens will norman reorients our understanding of midcentury american culture by thinking dialectically about the interfusion of aesthetic and intellectual practices across
both the cultural hierarchy and the atlantic norman relays this critical narrative through a series of interlinked case studies of key figures including c l r james theodor
adorno george grosz raymond chandler simone de beauvoir vladimir nabokov and saul steinberg he discovers the strange afterlives of european modernism in
disorientating and uncanny juxtapositions the aesthetics of french symbolism flicker among the neon signs of a small town in the dead of night and echoes of mondrian s
grids are observed in the form of a boardroom sales chart at the heart of transatlantic aliens is a conception of alienation that encompasses both its political and aesthetic
valences what unites the exilic figures it addresses is the desire to transform the practical experience of alienation into a positive resource for criticizing and coping with a
reconfigured postwar landscape addressed to scholars and readers of american and comparative literatures as well as of cultural history and visual culture the book
combines assessments of individual artworks novels and other texts with more distant readings spanning time and space a gallery of color plates beautifully illuminates
the book s analysis examining hardboiled fiction through flaubert new yorker cartoons through modernist painting and bette davis through hegel and marx transatlantic
aliens challenges and changes the way we understand modernism s place in midcentury american culture

Modernism and Nihilism
2010-12-08

focusing on a wide range of philosophers and writers from nietzsche to derrida and flaubert to borges this book charts the history of the deployment of the concept of
nihilism within the discourses of philosophical and aesthetic modernism and considers the similarities and differences between modernist and postmodernist approaches
to nihilism

Winged Words: Benjamin, Rosenzweig, and the Life of Quotation
2023-07-24

this is the first book to explore the role of quotation in modern jewish thought weaving back and forth from benjamin to rosenzweig the book searches for the recovery of
concealed and lost meaning in the community of letters sacred scripture the collecting of books storytelling and the life of liturgy it also explores how the legacy of goethe
can be used to develop new strata of religious and jewish thought we learn how quotation is the binding tissue that links language and thought modernity and tradition
religion and secularism as a way of being in the world
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Beyond Psychotherapy
2019-04-05

in beyond psychotherapy on becoming a radical psychoanalyst barnaby b barratt illuminates a new perspective on what it means to open our awareness to the depths of
psychic life and restores the radicality of genuinely psychoanalytic discourse as the unique science of healing starting with an incisive critique of the ideological
conformism of psychotherapy barratt defines the method of psychoanalysis against the conventional definition which emphasizes the practice of arriving at useful
interpretations about our personal existence instead he shows how a negatively dialectical and deconstructive praxis successfully attacks the self enclosures of
interpretation allowing the speaking listening subject to become existentially and spiritually open to hidden dimensions of our lived experience he also demonstrates how
the erotic deathfulness of our being in the world is the ultimate source of all the many resistances to genuinely psychoanalytic praxis and the reason freud s discipline has
so frequently been reduced to various models of psychotherapeutic treatment focusing on the free associative dimension of psychoanalysis barratt both explores what
psychoanalytic processes can achieve that psychotherapeutic ones cannot and considers the sociopolitical implications of the radical psychoanalytic take on the human
condition the book also offers a detailed and compassionate pointer for those wanting to train as psychoanalysts guiding them away from what barratt calls the trade
school mentality pervading most training institutes today groundbreaking and inspiring beyond psychotherapy will be essential reading for psychoanalysts psychoanalytic
psychotherapists and all other therapists seeking a radically innovative approach it will also be a valuable text for scholars and students of psychoanalytic studies social
sciences philosophy and the history of ideas

Urban Space, Identity and Postmodernity in 1980s Spain
2017-07-05

during the 1980s the urban youth movement known as la movida transformed the spanish cultural landscape particularly in the country s capital madrid after a four
decade long dictatorship artists and thinkers sought to make the most of their newly found freedoms the vibrancy optimism and aesthetic heterogeneity of the period are
best captured in contemporary ephemera in the fanzines and magazines that provided movida participants with an immediate and largely unmediated outlet for their
creative experiments among them monthly arts magazine la luna de madrid is arguably the most iconic and its preoccupation with urban space identity and postmodernity
suggests that la movida was indeed more than just a teardrop in the rain as some of its critics have suggested
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